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Introduction

• High dose per fraction (7-20 (~ 5?))

• Small number of fractions (1-5 (~10?))

• Used for small tumors wherever in the body. Primary or 
metastases

• Usually dose prescription is at the hedge of PTV and 
doses up to 120% at the PTV center are allowed  

• Excellent immobilization and image guidance. This allows:

i) Local control comparable or superior to conventional
fractionation

ii) Serious complication rate is low … but there have been 
some unexpected complications along the way   



Introduction

J Uzan, and A E Nahum, The British Journal of Radiology, 85 (2012), 1279–1286



Introduction

• Linear quadratic model well describes cell killing at 

low dose per fraction and low dose rate:

Biological Effective Dose



Introduction

• Cell cycle effect

• Oxygen effect



Tumor Control Probability Function

•The probability of tumor control follows the Poisson 
statistic, were N is the number of clonogens i.e. cells 
that can proliferates 



TCP voxel based

Alan E. Nahum Modelling the Probability of Tumour (local) Control (TCP) 

Radiobiology & Radiobiological Modelling in Radiotherapy, 25-29 March 2012, Port Sunlight UK



TCP voxel based

PET FDG: SUV correlated with 

clonogens number

Dose distribution

PTV T

PTV N

Higher dose is needed where tumor has the highest occupancy probability



Introduction

The five R’s of Radiobiology describe the effects of 

dose-rate and fractionation on cell survival

1) Repair: sub-lethal damage repaired in min-hour

2) Redistribution: more cells populate M phase 

after irradiation in days

3) Re-oxygenation: Hypoxic cells are re-oxygenated 

after irradiation in days

4) Re-population: tumor cells proliferation after 3-4 

weeks

5) Radiosensibility: intristic radiosensitivity (α/β)
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Consequences for SBRT

• The dose should be delivered before repair 

process: irradiation time < 20-25 min

• Using more fractions increases mitotic phase 

cells fraction: increases radiosensitivity

• Using more fractions increases well 

oxygenated cells fraction: increases 

radiosensitivity

• The whole treatment should be concluded 

before tumor re-population: treatment time < 3 

weeks 



Cell killing at high dose per 

fraction

• LQ model is still valid at high dose?

LQ model overestimates the cell killing at 

high dose



Cell killing at high dose per 

fraction



Tumor Control Probability 

Function

Metha et al. 2011:

. 42 studies (1056 pts. 3DCRT + 1640 pts. 

SBRT)

. LDFS(>2y.) of Stage I pts.;

. All fitted together by using isocenter-

prescription-BED8.6 (BEDiso)

van Baardwijk et al. 2012:

. 15 IPO (990 pts: d 6 Gy) +2 IPER trials;

. LDFS(3y.) of Stage I (66% T1, 34% T2)

(>30 m. follow-up)



Tumor Control Probability 

Function

• Size-adjusted BED: sBED = BED10 - c.L

• L = tumor diameter (cm).

Ohri et al. 2012

IPO only: 482 pts

(1998-2010), 3-8 fr.

(95%pts), 18.4 m 

<follow-up>;



Tumor Control Probability 

Function
The effect of reoxygenation in fractionated SBRT treatment can be

included in TCP models: Ruggieri et al. 2013



TCP: Take home messages:

At  the high-dose of SBRT (15-20 Gy) the LQ still is the model 

that fits the data best.

The BED can be used for computing iso-effective schedules but

α/β ratio is dependent by the dose for fraction: 10 for d < 15 

20 for d >15

A dose-response relationship is observed for SBRT of early

stage NSCLC with saturation for the PTV-encompassing BED

above: 100 Gy10 for small tumours (<3cm), 140 Gy10 for

larger tumors (<7 cm).

According to TCP modelling which includes tumor hypoxia,

the optimal n value in lung SBRT results shifted from the

current 3-fractions reference schedule towards 5-10 fractions



How to use in practice

• Fractionization increases TCP

• Iso TCP schedules for lung cancer:

1) 18 Gy* 3 

2) 10 Gy* 5 

3) 7.5Gy * 8 (6x8 taking in to account re-oxygenation 
models)

• Use of inhomogeneous dose distribution 
increases TCP if re-oxygenation is taken in to 
account 

• More dose is needed where the tumor has the 
highest occupancy probability. 



Normal tissue complications in 

SBRT
• Low rate of complications but:

i) Unexpected fatal complications in central lung 
tumor were reported 

ii) Carotid blowout syndrome (fatal) after SBRT for 
recurrent head and neck treatment.

iii) Chest wall pain is a rather common complication 
of lung SBRT:

• Severe enough to need medical attention

• Occasional rib fracture

These adverse events are very rare in conventionally

fractionated treatments



Normal tissue complications in 

SBRT

• Starting point for Normal tissue dose constraints
was Timmermann 2008

• Not validated by long-term follow-up

• Constraints are derived in some cases by toxicity 
observation, in some cases from conversions from 
broader experience using mathematical models.









Normal tissue complications in 

SBRT

2010 – Report AAPM TG-101

• Reports a table summary of suggested dose 
constraints for various critical organs for one, three, 
five fractions treatments.

• Serial tissues: volume-dose constraints are in terms 
of maximum tissue volume that should receive a 
dose ≥ indicated threshold.

• Parallel tissues: volume-dose constraints are in terms 
of minimum tissue volume that should receive a 
dose ≤ indicated threshold.





Normal tissue complications in 

SBRT

• QUantitative Analysis of Normal Tissue Effects in 

the Clinic 2010. 

• QUANTEC meta-analysis of reported literature 

about side effects. Statistical and radiobiologycal 

functions were used. 

• Most of the available data relate to conventionally 

fractionated conformal irradiation, i.e., not 

hypofractionated or intensity-modulated approaches



Some constraints for SRS/SBRT are reported in QUANTEC



QUANTEC Brain-Optical nerves and Chiasm-Brainstem



• DVH Risk map:

2016 Grimm

• Combine NTCP knowledge and results (2001 

review) and SBRT dose-tolerance limits

(2008 review from Timmerman).

• DVH Risk Map includes radiation tolerance 

limits as a function of dose, fractions, 

volume, risk level for SRT

• DVH Risk Map can help clinicians to visualize 

the trends and quantitative values



The DVH Risk Map in the rib fracture case



Visual Pathway Dose Tolerance



Esophagus Dose Tolerance



Aorta and Major Vessels Dose Tolerance



Small Bowel Dose Tolerance



Spinal Cord Dose Tolerance



Radiobiology in planning

• The number of fractions can be used as an 

optimization parameter to increase the terapeutic ratio.

• ES: lung tumor close to ribs

Ribs constraints: 

in 3 fractions: 37 Gy Dmax 28.8 Gy at 1cc or 27.2 at 2cc

In 5 fractions: 43 Gy Dmax 35 Gy at 1cc or 33.7 at 2cc



How to use in practice?

The 3 fractions plan do not respect the constraint for ribs fractures



How to use in practice?

The 5 fractions plan respect the constraint for ribs fractures but: only 95% of 

prescription dose in the PTV and more dose in the ITV



Conclusions

Basic radiobiologycal concepts are still valid

in SBRT regime.

Changing the number of fractions can be used

for increase terapeutic ratio.

Inhomogeneous dose inside target increases

tumor radiosensitivity IF multiple fractions

were used.  


